8100 GALLON IMPO TANK
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Scale: 1/2"=1'-0"

NOTES:
1. This is a completed engineering drawing that must be reviewed and revised by hand.
2. All dimensions and notes are for information purposes only.
3. This drawing is protected by copyright laws and is for use by authorized personnel only.

DIMENSIONS:
- Overall Height: 11'-4" (scale: 0.25"")
- Lower Shell Diameter: 9'-11" (scale: 0.25"")
- Overall Diameter: 11'-6" (scale: 0.25"")

MATERIALS:
- Stainless steel

INTEGRAL MOLDED FLANGE OUTLET
- Socket No. 3517
- Embedded Manway Cover/Plates
- Manway Cover/Plates
- Standard Cover 6/8" Bolt

INTEGRAL COVERED ATTACHMENT
- Top (2) Places
- See Diag.
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